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The People Place,
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United Church Hall,
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July 30th 2015
Last Th
urs
August 27th 2015
September 24th 2015

June 11th 2015
July 9th 2015
2
August 13th 2015
September 10th 2015

nd

The leaders decided to drop the
group meeting format, and advertise the availability of individual support. Please call one
of the Chapter contacts if you
want a time to share in an intimate space for a long chat over
coffee.

Thurs

Grief does not change you…it reveals you.
It changes the course of your life forever.

by ~ John Gren, TCF UK
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by ~ Dr Samuel Johnson, 1709-1784
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Welcome Everyone and especially those receiving this news letter for the first time. Summer is
upon us once again. It’s a time for a slower pace, enjoying time outdoors and sometimes vacations. For those of us who have lost a family member, what should be an enjoyable relaxing
time can generate feelings of sadness and frustration as we try to do the things we used to,
without a big part of our picture with us. For those of us farther along in our grief we may find
moments of surprise as we realize we’ve made new traditions that bring us moments of peace.
Whatever you feel, at whatever time, know that it’s ok. Allow yourself to be in that moment without recriminations and as few regrets as possible. Recognize your needs and be forgiving with
yourself and others around you. Take each day as it comes, one moment at a time. Allow yourself to find the small pleasures in each day and not punish yourself for that. Take care of yourself in whatever way works for you.
We hope that you can enjoy your summer!

Letting go is difficult, keep the
memories, but release the pain.

Just let go.
Let go of how you thought your life
should be, and embrace the life that
is trying to work its way into your
consciousness.
by ~ Caroline Myss

The most basic and powerful way to connect to another person is to listen. Just
listen. Perhaps the most important thing we ever give each other is our attention....
A loving silence often has far more power to heal and to connect than the most well
intentioned words.

by ~ Rachel Naomi Remen
Lifted from TCF Vancouver The Next Step
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ThoughTs for faTher’s Day 2015
Father's Day

How Dad Copes
It will be four years on May 31 this year since our son
Nicholas passed away. Wow. I never imagined in a
million years this would happen to us. It is difficult to
deal with the aching pain I still feel in my heart.
Nicholas’s friends are getting married and having
children. Though we are happy for them, our sadness
deepens with the thought of how different it could be if
he were still here.
The anxiety that begins to build in the latter part of
April in preparation for the anniversary of Nicholas’s
passing gets stronger and stronger as the day comes
near. Past years were shock years. I couldn’t figure
out how to deal with it all. I would listen to other parents that are further along in their grief for coping
strategies, but it did not seem to help. How could anyone help me heal my heart after it was broken into a
trillion pieces?
I have found that speaking about Nicholas to friends,
family, and new acquaintances helps me tremendously. At first it was difficult to do because it does
make some people uncomfortable. The more I do it,
the easier it gets, and the better I feel. Talking about
my son has been like a pressure relief valve for me. I
also make time to think about Nicholas and release
my emotions. This time alone to reflect and weep
brings overwhelming, though temporary, relief. Dads
tend to hold back tears and feelings. We like to think
we can maintain control. My advice is don’t try. Instead, let your feelings go in private at a time and
place of your choosing.
Thinking back to the beginning of this tragic event in
our lives, I should have sought counseling from a grief
therapist. My wife and I both should have done this. I
truly believe this would have helped us develop better
coping skills. At that time I did not think private counseling would help. I was wrong. Finally, The Compassionate Friends (TCF) volunteers understand your
loss and the dual problem of maintaining control for
the sake of our family. I am one of the parents who
volunteers to talk with grieving fathers. I have even
become active in the administrative aspects of our
chapter. Now, I tell parents, “We sincerely regret the
circumstance that has brought you to this group. This
is a club none of us dreamed we would ever join”. I
thank TCF for helping my family and me and for allowing me to help others.

by ~ Albert Tapia, TCF-Katy Chapter
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Warm and sunny day in June
Father's Day
Children, small and grown
Give gifts to father
Say thanks to father
Say I Love You.
But there are fathers
Whose children are not here
To give gifts and say thanks
And say I Love You.
Remember the fathers
Whose children are gone,
Because they will always be
Fathers at heart.
by ~ Sascha

For a Bereaved Grandf at her
If you are a bereaved grandfather you may have
special difficulty grieving the loss of a grandchild
for two reasons. First, your grief is minimized by
people who don't consider a grandfather/
grandchild relationship to be very significant.
Secondly, like most men, you have probably been
taught to keep your feelings inside. When a child
dies, the concern of others is first for the mother,
then the father, Occasionally some will be expressed for the grandmother. Rarely do people
recognize that you are hurting too. When you
weep or express pain, even among family and
friends, your behaviour may be questioned. You
may feel embarrassed. A grandfather isn't expected to be upset. He is expected to concern
himself with his children and his wife. Once I
saw a grown man cry. "Now there goes a man
with feeling!" said I. He was strong, able, quite
well-built, with muscles, gray hair and charm to
the hilt I moved toward him slowly and said,
"What's wrong?" The look he gave me was tearfilled and long. "I cry for a child. My grandchild
has died." So I sat beside him and two grown
men cried.
by ~ Margaret
From‘For Bereaved Grandparents’
OK News Letter Summer 2015

HUGS
It is wondrous what a hug can do
A hug can cheer you when you’re blue
A hug can say ‘I love you so’
Or
‘Gee I hate to see you go .’
A hug is , ‘Welcome back again’
And
‘Great to see you !’
‘Or where have you been’
A hug can soothe a small child’s pain
And bring a rainbow after rain.
The hug! There’s just no doubt about it
We scarcely could survive without it
A hug delights and warms and charms
It must be why God gave us arms .
Hugs are great for fathers and mothers
Sweet for sisters, swell for brothers ,
And chances are some favourite aunts
and special uncles
Love them more than potted plants .
Kittens crave them
Puppies love them
Heads of state are not above them
A hug can break the language barrier
And make the dullest day seem merrier.
No need to fret about the store of them
The more you give , the more there are of
them
So stretch your arms without delay
And give someone a HUG today !

" If I had lost a leg, instead of a
boy, no one would ever ask me if I
was ‘over’ it. They would ask me
how I was doing learning to walk
without my leg.
I was learning to walk and to
breathe and to live without Wade.
And what I was learning is that it
was never going to be the life I had
before.”

by ~ Elizabeth Edwards
Lifted From TCF UK Childless parent

What a performance!
You know when you’re living, but actually you’re not?
You’re doing things most people do,
but feel your life has stopped?
We put on all our makeup and pretend we are fine,
We talk and laugh and play it out,
we’re having a good time…
But really all we’re doing, is acting, in a play Every moment, every minute, every hour of every day.
I went to a show tonight, specifically for us grown-ups
With silly jokes, innuendoes and general adult smut,
But…
I played the starring part, better than the actors we all see
In fact if you didn’t know,
you wouldn’t guess that it was me!
For all the way, throughout the night,
no one could see my eyes
Not a soul could hold my heart and feel my broken cries.
Because I’ve learnt to fake, to hold my head up high,
Repeat my script, ‘I’m ok and I’m doing fine’ Although this is a lie ...
And when I go out to the world and pretend that life goes on,
I might appear to be all right,
but you couldn’t be more wrong.

by ~ Author unknown
Issue 129, The Compassionate Friends, South Aust

by ~ Lisa McCulloch
Lifter from UK Childless Newsletter

“When you come out of the storm, you
won’t be the same person who walked
in. That’s what this storm’s all about.”

by~Haruki Murakami
Issue 129, The Compassionate Friends, South Aust

Cry when you wanT To, laugh when you Can…
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Grief and Everyday Life
Sharing Magazine – SHARE PREGNANCY AND INFANT LOSS
Those who have never experienced the death of a baby frequently assume that the immediate aftermath is the “hardest” part and
that all will quickly return to normal as parents ease back into their daily lives. However, for many bereaved parents, nothing is
further from the truth, and it is often the mundane daily life events that provide the most challenges once the initial shock has worn
away. It can be difficult to find ways to be helpful as the day -to-day times that moms and dads have a hard time getting through are
varied and can depend on the particular circumstances, background and support systems of each family. What may be difficult for
one may not be difficult at all for another. Some parents might find hope and comfort in situations that others find stressful or even

hurtful. Know that your feelings are valid, whether or not others in your life think they are.
As I began gathering thoughts and ideas for this article, I decided I wanted to talk with parents whose losses were not recent
because I thought they would be the perfect ones to give some insight, perspective and hope to newly grieving parents. Reflections
shared by these parents are only meant to reassure newly bereaved moms and dads that the emotions they may be feeling and the
situations they may be struggling to cope with are completely normal. If you feel differently, please know that is okay. Your
feelings may be constantly changing, and something that doesn’t resonate with you in this moment may at a later time. Common

topics mentioned by the parents I spoke with:
Support received in the early days after the loss often tapered off. Each parent found this very hurtful and painful, and dealt with
the sense of abandonment they felt in different ways. One mom eventually forgave and gave a second chance to a friend who didn’t
contact her for over a year after the death of her son, realizing that the friendship was too important to let go. She is now glad she

did because that friend has since become one of her greatest supporters.
The inability to function in the way they used to. Most of the parents said they had a hard time even getting out of bed to shower,
cook, do housework, go to work, or take care of their other children; even going to the grocery store turned into a torturous chore.
This caused each of them angst because it was so contrary to how they normally were, and they each had great difficulties coming

to grasp with the new person they became.
Again, parents dealt with life in the early days in a multitude of ways. Some gave themselves permission to let things go. Many of

them shared that getting through normal daily tasks was the most troublesome thing they faced in the early days.
What helped them were things such as talking with a attending support group meetings, finding online groups and even throwing
themselves into an intensive project. Still others eventually came to a realization that they must go on because that is what their
baby would want them to do. Still others said that the only way they were able to get through those rough early days, weeks and
months was by leaning on their partner and keeping the lines of communication open. One dad said his one piece of advice would

be, “Do not give up, do NOT give up. Keep talking, even if it is the last thing you want to do.”
Dealing with pregnant moms, baby showers, and the birth of new babies Repeatedly, moms expressed that these
things made their loss seem even more isolating and devastating. Receiving invitations to baby showers can bring on a myriad of
emotions. Some moms cannot attend showers or welcome new babies, while others love to snuggle the new babies that come into
their lives. Some moms shared with me that they would become quite angry when shower invitations arrived in the mail, but one
mom was upset when they didn’t because she felt as if she had become an outcast. One mom told me that looking back, she wishes
she had the courage and strength to be honest with everyone and tell them that while she was happy for them, it was too hard for
her to see and hold new babies. She felt as if her honesty would have saved her and everyone else a great deal of hurt and

misunderstood feelings.
If you glean nothing else from the experiences shared here, it is my hope that you have learned that there is no right or wrong way
to feel and that it is important to take good care of your own heart and needs. To read more ideas on how to deal with day -to-day

life while grieving, visit our blog: http://www.nationalshare.blogspot.com/.

Love Gifts are a tax-deductible donations of money,
library books or equipment made to the chapter in memory of a child, or
as a memorial gift on the death of a friend or relative. Love Gifts are a
“living memorial” on anniversaries of birth or death, holidays, special
occasions or “just because”. Thank you for your support!
Falkland Store - Jamie & Kelli Rose - In memory of Tiffany
Rhonda Keating - In memory of Ava & Austin
Brenda and Wren Torgerson - In memory of Colleen
Reg Purdom - In memory of Trevor
Kathleen Crockett - In Memory of Jeremiah
Best Friends Quilters - Jocelyn Biss - In Memory of Tyler & Michelle
Fairview Family Law - Carolyn Christiansen and
Danny & Karen Gilmore
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by ~ Rose Carlson
TCF Kamloops, B.C Autumn 2014

There are five things that you
cannot recover in life:
(1) The Stone...........after it's thrown
(2) The Word............after it's said,
(3) The Occasion.....after it's missed
(4) The Time.............after it's gone
and
(5) A person..............after they die
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Working your way through
After my daughter’s death in 1982, I learned that the first year’s grief doesn’t flow neatly from
one stage to the next; it has multiple patterns, fluctuating cycles, lots of ups and downs. First-year
grief will surprise you in many ways, but here are a few things you can expect.

Expect sudden "grief attacks."
Practical matters demand attention in early grief when we are the most confused and least interested in things we used to care about. We must decide how to get through each new day. Some
days, getting out of bed may take all the energy we have. Trips to everyday places like the grocery store feel so different. In my case, simple things like seeing my daughter’s favourite cereal
on the store shelf brought immediate, excruciating pain.
I call these unexpected reactions "grief attacks." And unlike the response we would get if we had
a heart attack while shopping, those around us don’t know what to do. We get good at hiding our
pain, at postponing grieving for a more appropriate place, a better time.

Expect exhaustion and disruption.
Early grieving is perhaps the hardest work you will ever do. It is common to have difficulty
sleeping, changes in appetite and blood pressure, tense muscles that are susceptible to strains, a
weakened immune system. Be sure to tell your physician about your loss and any physical symptoms you have. If your doctor can’t or won’t listen, find one who will!
After a loss, many people return to work, school, or other activities feeling vulnerable, less confident about their capabilities, less able to concentrate, distracted by memories, and flooded with
emotions that disrupt thinking. For others, work is the only place they are able to concentratefocusing on tasks helps take their mind off their loss for awhile.

Working your way through
Those around us may have unrealistic expectations as we return to work or school. When one mother whose
only child had died returned to work, her supervisor greeted her by saying: "I’m sorry about your loss but I
want to talk to you about improving your work performance."
Expect to be stunned by the ineptness, thoughtlessness, and discomfort of some people, and to be thrilled and
deeply touched by the kindness and sensitivity of others.
Sometimes those you expect to support you the most can’t or won’t meet your needs, while others you weren’t
that close to before reach out unexpectedly.
Our loved ones are still, and always will be, a part of us. They are threads in our fabric and we cannot lose
their love.
by ~ Darcie D. Sims Touch Stones Issue 129

Our grief journeys are not about closure;
they are about adjustment and staying connected

by ~ Eleanor Roosevelt, 1884-1962
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A Letter from Grief

Taken from Cromwell Chapter Bereaved Parents of the USA website
I came here with no language yet all people and all lands know me. I wreak havoc with your
mind and body.
I play nasty head games. I can take a beautiful day and put it to ruins. There is no way to
escape me when I come.
I make myself invisible. I become loud and present to the one I come to visit, and they have to walk in the world
as if I am not there. I am a scrapbook ready to be opened; I am an unwanted visitor.
I came to unearth the volcano deep inside your core. I dig, and dig, day after day.
I bring up piece after piece of fragments of your pain and anger and disbelief of what has happened. I like being
in control of your every emotion. I live for this. I am alive in this. I put a lot of trust in your memory to help my
cause and as usual, I have no problem there.
Thanks. In the beginning, my job is so easy. No resistance. I move around at will causing deep valleys of sorrow
and pain. I can talk you into anything. I tell you things as if life is not worth living.
If you want to get away from me, I will show you how. It really is not hard. When I come to visit, I become a
master builder.
I build a wall so tall and strong it would take an army to knock it down. I do a lot of my work at night. I instill pictures in your dream life. Haunting pictures that are very descriptive and full of sounds and smells of the moment.
I am very clever and deceptive and will go to any means to invoke the rawest, of your emotions. I can take the
sweetest dream and turn it into your worst nightmare.
You must be saying to yourself why? Why would I do such a terrible thing to someone? Why would you get such
pleasure out of someone else's pain?
I do not blame you for thinking that. What else would you think?
Actually, I am doing my job. My job, No one else wants. It is like being the undertaker. Not too many people want
that job but thank God, someone does it.
I am here to get you to work whether you want me to or not. To work the process of grieving. In addition, do not
fool yourself; it is work, hard work. In addition, you can only do it. The work is painful and in the end can be
rewarding.
In addition, as you work through the process, you may even find that you are starting to like me. I know we could
never become close friends; I bring too much pain for that, but a friend you can appreciate for the do and the resolve I bring into your life. This is an on-going job with no end in sight. It is just moments of release from the pain
and sorrow.
As you go on with the process you will notice that a lot of the unrelenting pain, and pictures, and bad dreams will
give way to softer memories of smiles and whispers and eyes of love. Not horror.
So if you wouldn't mind letting me stay awhile longer, I would love to help you down the road a little more, and I
promise I will leave when the going gets too tough, and come back when you need me.
Alternatively, when the time is right. I will know when that is. I have been doing this for many years now. So,
keep up the good work and do not be afraid of the pain. The pain is just a reminder of the work you are doing,
and from where I stand, you have done good work.
Your friend,
Grief

Grief isn’t a summer time song, it is a lifetime
song; but it doesn’t have to be a sad song forever.
Let it begin to become gentle in your memory.
Don’t be afraid that you will forget that you hold
too tightly to the pain. Just as you still remember
those summer times of your youth, rest assured you
will never forget the melody of the love you
shared.
by ~ Darcie Sims
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Angel Dates:
1 June 2005
1 June 2003
3 July 2013
4 June 2012
5 June 2010
7 June 2010
10 June 2009
15 June 2013
16 June 1987
21 June 2004
21 June 2006
22 June 1971
24 June 1973
27 June 2011
28 June 2006
28 June 2010
30 June 1986

Michael John Rudisill
Bo Darnell
Kyle Wesley Moore
Cal Wade Newsham
Tyler
Kim Todd
Charlie Dakota Jordan
Bradley Michael Thomas
Hyalite Rose Jantzen
Glenn Alexander
Malcolm Gordon
Bruno Bertetti
Susannah Sosnowsky
Lola Potash
Michael Gingell
Darin Michael Brierly
Jessica Lynn Esau

24
50
40
39
23
36
9
18
Baby
43
31
4
Baby
4
28
15
Baby

1 July 2009
1 July 2008
3 July 2013
4 July 2014
5 July 2003
7 July 2008
8 July 1996
9 July 2009
9 July 2009
12 July 2001
15 July 2007
16 July 2005
19 July 2010
20 July 2008
24 July 1999
25 July 2012
26 July 1987
26 July 2001
26 July 2004
26 July 2003
28 July 1995
28 July 2005
28 July 2005
28 July 2010
29 July 2002

Mandy Lauren Lutgen
Thomas Russell Milburn
Kyle Wesley Moore
Miles Douglas Wohlford
Kimberly Dawn
Michelle Bowman
Andy Woods
Edward Austin Blackburn
Sam Treschow
Kelsey Alia Korberg
Chris Klotz
Todd Trenholme
Cole Devon Barr
Scott Donald John Eek
Douglas Frost
Matthew Alan Hillstead
Jason Degner
John Vammen
Steven Candida
Benjamin Shigrov
Lyle Ross Luchak
Michael Justin
Devon Truant
Todd Steven Hardy
Ian Gordon Minion

28
20

8 August 2009
8 August 2014
16 August 2007
16 August 2010
18 August 2003
18 August 2009

Devin Sean Paul Quinn
Kevin George Verner Fors
Michael Stein
Brandon William Beday
Stephanie Jodi Robak
Mark McLeod
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Son of Marian Rudisill
Son of Dorothy Larsen
Son of Yvonne & Ron Moore
Son of Cal & Glenice Newsham
Son of Dennise & Milo Long
Daughter of Leah Todd
Son of Darcy Jordan & Shaun Klotz
Son of Denise Wilson
Daughter of Ruth Jantzen
Son of Calvin & Shirley Alexander
Son of E. Bloomquist & J. Cunningham
Son of Cecilia Bertetti
Daughter of Cathy & Woldy Sosnowsky
Jennifer Large & Isaac Potash
Son of Julie Bumstead
Son of Kim Cunliffe
Daughter of Shelly & Cary Esau

Daughter of Dawn Rahier
Son of Phyllis Beardsley & Grant MilSon of Yvonne & Ron Moore
14 Son of Randi Lund Wohlford
20 Daughter of Russell & Brenda Brown
38 Daughter of Jocelyn Biss
18 Son of Glen & Linda Woods
19 Son of Fran Blackburn
18 Son of Michael & Jill Treschow
20 Daughter of Kerry & Sheryn Korberg
18 Son of Dana Klotz
31 Son of Neil & Linda Trenholme
26 Son of Shiela Barr
19 Son of Donald & Lynn Eek
19 Son of Richard & Jane Frost
30 Son of Vanessa Pearce
Baby Son of Neil & Sonya Degner
27 Son of Ove & Valerie Vammen
18 Son of Karen & Rocco Candida
19 Son of Natalie Ilyin
18 Son of Brian & Laura Luchak
29 Son of Gord & Sharon Black
27 Son of Brigitte Truant
52 Son of Gladys Hardy
37 Son of Robbie Minion
21
49
36
33
15
49

Son of Sandy & Paul Quinn
Son of Jean Clark
Son of Linda Stein
Son of Lana Beday
Daughter of Corrine & John Robak
Son of Pat & Keith McLeod

Drug incident
Medical - Cancer
Suicide
Unknown Cause
Accidental - Drug Overdose
Motor vehicle accident
Unkown
Accidental - Industrial accident
Unknown
Accidental
Medical—Heart
Motor vehicle accident
Premature
Unexpected death due to EpiUnknown
Suicide
Unknown
Suddenly - unknown cause
Head injury - fall
Suicide
Accidental
Unknown
Medical - Infection
Motor vehicle accident
Motor vehicle accident
Medical—Cancer
Suicide
Motor vehicle accident
Motor vehicle accident
Unknown
Motor cycle accident
Medical—Stomach Cancer
Medical—Heart Attack
Stillborn
Medical—Heart Failure
Medical—Bone cancer
Cliff jumping & hit a boat
Unknown
Air Plane crash
Medical—Liver failure
Cancer
Medical—Heart Disease
Cliff Jumping
Motor Cycle Accident
Drug Overdose
Accidental - Electrocuted - BC
Motor vehicle accident
Unknown
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Angel Dates Continued:

19 August 1996
20 August 2008
23 August 2007
27 August 2011
28-August 2006

Jennifer Lynn Urton
Robert Alexander
Kaela Marie Deschenes
Corbin Tavis Elle
Abby Marie

A Special Memory
ON YOU BIRTHDAY
What once was such a happy day
brings many painful sorrows
a day when silent tears are shed
for all your lost tomorrows.
No special birthday cards or gifts
just a message fond and true
to say that not a day goes by
without

precious thoughts of you.

And as time passes by, it seems
that you’re missed more and more
but we know you’re with the angels
and you are being cared for.

19
47
Baby
34
15

04-Jun-70
05-Jun-90
07-Jun-94
11-Jun-82
14-Jun-86
14-Jun-88
15-Jun-82
16-Jun-77
18-Jun-86
20-Jun-76
23-Jun-73
26-Jun-73
29-Jun-83
30-Jun-80
30-Jun-86

Daughter of Debbie & Brian Urton
Son of Sharon Wallace
Daughter of Rachel & Christian Deschenes
Son of Caroline & Eric Elle
Daughter of Louise & Richard Caillaud

Seizure
Medical - Long Term illness
Stillborn
Medical - Long term illness
Medical—Cancer

Bradley Albert
Austin Blackburn
Linden Jared
Evan Larsen
Marc Evans
Ryan Grant Handley
Stephanie Sharon
Graham John
Travis Leonard Storgaard
Michael Justin
Susannah Sosnowsky
Jason King
Liam Arthur Kavanagh
Douglas Frost
Jessica Lynn Esau

Son of Marlene Kish
Son of Francis Blackburn
Son of Vicktoria Gyori
Son of Dorothy Larsen
Son of Marcia Evans
Son of Rosanne Arcuri
Daughter of Heather McCullough
Son of Diane & Don Christie
Son of Len & Lynn Storgaard
Son of Gord & Sharon Black
Daughter of Cathy & Woldy Sosnowsky
Son of Faith Penner
Son of Patrick & Sandra Kavanagh
Son of Richard & Jane Frost
Daughter of Shelly & Cary Esau

05-Jul-73
06-Jul-14
08-Jul-88
12-Jul-81
15-Jul-77
17-Jul-62
26-Jul-83
26-Jul-87
27-Jul-60
29-Jul-83
29-Jul-87

Robert
Dylan Cordell Hanna
Stephanie Jodi Robak
Jordan Nicole Cooper
Christina Nicole Thompson
Tracey Lynn
James Michael Sweet
Jason Degner
Glenn Alexander
Dustin Richard
Thomas Russel Milburn

Son of Becky & Ray Isaac
Son of Sherry & Rick Hanna
Daughter of Corrine & John Robak
Daughter of Shelly & Kerry Cooper
Daughter of Linda & Rick Cichon
Daughter of Connie & Gerry Kokonis
Son of Shelley Isaac
Son of Neil & Sonya Degner
Son of Calvin & Shirley Alexander
Son of Jim & Karen Bacon
Son of Phyllis Beardsley & Grant Milburn

01-Aug-72
08-Aug-87
11-Aug-87
17-Aug-91
23-Aug-67
25-Aug-47
23-Aug-07
27-Aug-11
31-Aug-64

Kimberly Disterwoudt
Brittany Marie Joy Mitchell
Tanya Marie Seeley
Abby Marie
Jason Kennedy Rout
Jane Henry
Kaela Marie Deschenes
Corbin Tavis Elle
Phillip Dean

Daughter of Carol Allenbach
Daughter of Darren & Kate Mitchell
Daughter of Al & Carol Seeley
Daughter of Louise & Richard Caillaud
Son of Petrine Paquette
Daughter of Peter & Lena Klassen
Daughter of Rachel & Christian Deschenes
Son of Caroline & Eric Elle
Son of Douglas Ross

THE LOSS OF A CHILD ….. A BRAND NEW ANGEL
The heartache… it’s not real
The pain, it will cease
This isn’t part of life’s symphony
It’s not the way it’s meant to be
When the ripples of despair
Sweep out in every way
May the Strength and Love of the Angel
Help you through each heartbreaking day
by ~ B. Hultgren from www.Pocket Angels.com
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A Butterfly Blessing
As I toil to make my dreary garden grow, a butterfly
lights on a bare branch – and in an instant brings color, beauty
and grace to the garden.
While it stays in my garden, this beautiful thing reflects an awesome brilliance
of color, vitality and spirit – and shares this with each one that is lucky enough to
pass through the garden. I hold out my hand to it and it lights – ever so gently – for
a brief, golden moment. I sit very still and hardly breathe, taking in its beauty and
enjoying this treasure. I commit this picture to my memory. Then, just as quickly
as it came, this thing of beauty takes flight with graceful wings, soaring upward until it disappears into the heavens.
I’d love to keep that beautiful butterfly in my garden of life, but if I were to
capture it - it would lose its spirit! If I were to hold it too tightly – it would be
crushed and pained – so I must let it go – not with sadness, but with the joyful
memory of that special moment.
I have not lost this treasure, for I will always hold onto the memory of it. And
all of my tomorrows will be brighter - all of my love, more deep - all of my rest,
more peaceful , and all of my life, more complete – because I have been richly
blessed by its touch.
“So fly on my little one. May God guide you safely to the more beautiful
garden that awaits you, and may He grant you peace.”
by ~ Marlene Armson July, 2004

You know too
It’s strange living in this new world where no one understands… unless
waking each morning with the whoosh whoosh of breath taking ache putting on the mask, yes that one will do today, the
world doesn’t know about the mask… unless
so tired of hearing in such jolly rhyme “hi how are you, lovely day” … just as well they don’t know what I am really
thinking … unless
oh how my heart aches oh how my arms feel so empty how I feel so empty heartache really doesn’t describe the real ache
one feels, no one knows this or could possibly know the deep cut of this pain … unless
how your child’s name is engraved in every thought you think how they are with you in everything you do how your love
for your child gets stronger each day … unless
how you are happy for your friends joy and pleasure of each day but how happy and joy and pleasure needs to be rewritten
in the dictionary for me no one can see deep into this empty soul this empty space of this existence … unless
and no one can know the power of love and friendship and support from others who know and how much this love and
support helps me to get through each day … unless
and I am so sorry that … you know too

by ~ Kay Edwards
mum to Stephen, always in our hearts
Lifted from TCF UK
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Your Child Forever….
We do not forget our children. Our bond with them never changes. But how we understand that bond does change. And we change too. Inevitably, inexorably, the death of
our child changes us.
We are sadder, but wiser. And we also have a new understanding of ourselves. We have
met with unbearable pain, and we have survived. We have strength, not the rigid
strength of steel, but flexible strength. We bend, we twist and turn, but we do not break. We are made of stuff
most people don’t even know exists. We hope that they will never need to know. But we have turned that knowledge into strength.
We have a greater understanding of the connections between everything and everyone in the Universe and beyond. We know that we are connected to our child. We also know that we are connected to every living thing, to
the air we breath and the earth we walk upon. Without all there is, we could not ourselves be.
We worry more, probably, about our loved ones than we did before our child died. We know terrible things can
happen, more than most people do. But we also know that we individual human beings have very little control
over what happens, or what will happen.
We know that we must take what life brings to us and find a way to survive – no, more than that, to thrive, in
spite of, or through, it all.
We are more willing to take chances with trying new things, with learning new skills or ideas. We reach out to the
world and embrace its richness, knowing that, in a special way, our child is a part of that richness and feels our
embrace. We learn, and grow with, and through, and for, our beloved child. She would be proud of us.
We have not forgotten or laid aside our child, or our loss. Rather, we have taken it into ourselves and made it an
integral part of who and what we are. The person we were has changed and shifted to accommodate this new, sad
part of us. The shift has enabled growth and change, for it created spaces within us, spaces to grow, spaces for a
new kind of love and joy and compassion.
Our children are our children forever. It is we who have changed, not they. Before my son died, I cried in agony
for him, for the life and the future that he would be losing forever. But I remember that I also said, “I’ve always
been the mother of three. How can it be, how can it happen, that I will be the mother of two?”
A wise social worker held my hand and said, “You will always be the mother of three, in a very special unique
way. You will always be the mother of three.” She was right. I am, still, the mother of three. Just as you are, still,
the mother or father of six or four or three or two or one.
What we were, we were meant to be forever. It has taken a different form, this is true. But our child is our child,
forever.
by ~ Juliet Cassuto Rothman
From The Bereaved Parents’ Survival Guide
Lifted from TCF Vancouver

Arranging a bowl of flowers in the
morning can give a sense of quiet
in a crowded day like writing a poem or
saying a prayer.
What matters is that one be for a time
inwardly attentive.
by ~ Anne Morrow Lindbergh,
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Th o se w e lo ve can n ever really leave u s, w e
f eel t h eir p resen ce, like a gen t le t o u ch
w h en ever w e rem em b er m o m en t s sh ared
an d d o again t h e t h in gs t h ey lo ved t o d o .
In so m an y w ays, t h ey rem ain w it h u s, t h eir
gen t le sp irit s p art o f all w e d o an d all w e are.
Lifted from TCF UK Author Unknown
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Missing Graduate
Parent’s happy faces all around me,
With a glow from within,
Pomp and Circumstance is playing,
Now the program will begin.
The graduates are lined up,
They are coming down the aisle,
Some have serious faces,
Yet some have a little smile.
I look down the aisle,
Hoping for your face
To come into sight,
This is your class, It was to be your graduation night.
All the graduates pass by,
But none of them are you,
A tug of my heart tells me,
You are not here, Your death is true.
God called you home…
I wanted you here in such a bad way.
Looking into your classmates’ faces,
Do they recall you, Missing this day?

A Dad Hurts Too
People don’t always see the tears a dad cries.
His heart is broken too when his child dies
He tries to hold it together and be strong
Even though his world’s gone wrong.
He holds his wife as her tears fall
Comforts her through it all.
He goes through his day doing what he’s supposed to
do
But a piece of his heart has been ripped away too.
So when he’s alone he lets out his pain
And his tears come like falling rain.
His world has crashed in around him
And a world that was once bright has gone dim.
He feels he has to be strong for others
But dads hurt too, not just the mothers.
He searches for answers but none are to be found
He hides behind a mask when he is feeling down.
He smiles through his tears
He struggles and holds in his fears
But what you see on the outside is not always real.
Men don’t always show how they really feel.
So I’d like to ask a favour of you
The next time you see a mother hurting
Over the loss of her child
Please remember ... A Dad hurts too.

by ~ Judi Raven
Lifted From TCF Mandurah
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Memories, sweet memories,
Now fill my mind and heart
There will be no golden tassel,
This day for my Sweetheart.
The class is oh, so happy,
This isn’t the time to be blue,
Now I must go shake a hand,
And get a hug or two.

by ~ Emma Valenteen, TCF Valley Forge, PA

I do not ask that you forget
your dear departed.
I want you to remember.
I only ask that you remember
more than the moment of death,
more than the funeral,
more than the house of mourning.
Remember life!
Remember the whole life,
not the final page of it.
by ~ Rabbi Maurice Davis, TCF/Baltimore, Maryland
OK News Letter Summer 2015

I’M THERE INSIDE YOUR

HEART

RIGHT NOW I’M IN A DIFFERENT PLACE,
AND THOUGH WE SEEM APART,
I’M CLOSER THAN I EVER WAS…
I’M THER INSIDE YOUR HEART.
I’M WITH YOU WHEN YOU GREET EACH DAY
AND WHILE THE SUN SHINES BRIGHT,
I’M THERE TO SHARE THE SUNSETS, TOO…
I’M WITH YOU EVERY NIGHT.
I’M WITH YOU WHEN THE TIMES ARE GOOD,
TO SHARE A LAUGH OR TWO,
AND IF A TEAR SHOULD START TO FALL…
I’LL STILL BE THERE FOR YOU.
AND WHEN THAT DAY ARRIVES
THAT WE NO LONGER ARE APART,
I’LL SMILE AND HOLD YOU CLOSE TO ME…
FOREVER IN MY HEART.

Author Unknown

A Peek Inside
I am in a dark place.
I look to escape,
But unseen walls contain me.
I hear a little boy crying,
But I cannot find him,
I cannot help him.
I start running,
Trying to get closer,
Trying to get away,
I am going nowhere.
I can sense his presence,
Reaching out to touch him,
Trying to feel him,
Straining to caress him,
I long to hold him.
I cry out for help,
But no one can hear me,
No one can help me,
I feel so alone here.

by ~

I have somehow failed him,
In some mysterious way,
I should not be here.
I must continue searching,
Whatever it takes.
I am in a dark place.
by ~ Mark Miller
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Becky
I can't remember what it feels like to hug her.
I can't remember the sound of her voice.
I can't remember her smell.
I can't remember if we had a hug
every night before going to bed.
The only reason I remember her smile is
because I am surrounded by photos.
I can't remember what I bought her for her last
Christmas.
Or her last birthday, 4 months before she died.
I do know that I said "I love you"
every single day of her young life.
But why is there so much that I can't remember?
I can't stop crying tonight.

by ~ Louise Palmer
Lifted from TCF Mandurah

Child Loss—Where Are My Friends?
“What happened? Where are my friends?” Those are probably two of the most pain-filled questions that parents and families of child loss ask following the death of a child. This seems to be the one thing that is misunderstood the most by grieving parents. Prior to the death of the child, life was full and happy and friends were calling, stopping by the house, planning fun outings, picnics, and planning vacations together. But, it doesn’t take
long following the death of a child to realize that those very same friends seem to have disappeared.
Why does this happen? Why do so many of our friends disappear following the death of our child? I’ve wondered
about this for many, many years beginning with the death of my thirteen-year-old sister and then later on with
the death of my son. It was something I didn’t understand then, but I’ve grown to realize that the trickling away
of friends is fairly universal among those of us who have lost a child.
Talking about child loss makes others uncomfortable. It’s not fun. Grief seems to put a wedge between friends
making it difficult to talk and enjoy each other’s presence any more. During the first months following the loss
of a child, parents live in a deep, thick fog where it’s almost impossible to see even a sliver of hope. They look to
their friends for solace — for listening ears — for comfort, and soon come to realize those faces that once were
so familiar are no longer the faces that come knocking at our door. In fact, nobody comes knocking at our door!
Life picks up its regular pace for others — back to the routine of work, soccer games, movies, running errands,
and doing all of the other things that fill up time almost immediately after our loss. I’m not saying that our
friends don’t care. I’m just saying that life goes on for them.
For the parents of child loss, time stands ever so still. We are frozen in that moment of hearing those horrible
words, “I’m so sorry.” Our hearts never beat the same after that.
To say it’s disappointing and hurtful to have our friends move on without us, is putting it mildly. The absence of
our friends burns our hearts right to the core. The pain stings and hurts and pounds and throbs. This is when we
need our friends the most!
Following the death of my son, life was bleak for a long, long time. There were days when I thought I was going
to die — very literally die. My blood pressure shot up sky-high from stress and grief. I was weak and dehydrated
(Continued on the next page)
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(Continued from the previous page Child Loss—Where Are My Friends? )
from not eating and sleeping. Depression swallowed me and kept me in a sea of drowning tears. I plummeted
into a deep, lonely hole of loss. My phone remained silent. I prayed that somebody — anybody would show up
with some food and words of comfort. I had other children that needed to eat. They needed to see a bit of normalcy in their lives. I’d forgotten what it was like to smile. Just to see a friend’s smile and hear a reassuring voice
would have meant so much. But, it wasn’t to be so.
Sadly, being a preacher’s wife at the time, there were expectations of me displaying a “greater faith” (what does
faith have to do with grief?), and instead of comforting friends, I was expected to give comfort to others. I didn’t
have the strength to carry on through each hour, let alone be any kind of strength to others!
During that time, I nearly had a mental and physical collapse from the weight of grief, depression, and loneliness.
What I did find was something quite amazing. There was a young man who bagged groceries who noticed my
puffy eyes and slumped shoulders. He never failed to ask me how I was feeling and I knew he genuinely meant it.
He made going to the grocery store a little bit of an easier task for me.
My doctor was genuinely concerned. He took the time to sit and talk and explain the many emotions of child loss
while I cried. He never judged me or thought I was crazy.
A total stranger saw me crying while walking through the children’s section in Walmart and she offered me a
tissue. She didn’t say a word, but she was there.
I learned through the years how to find new friends — the kind of friends who are there through the thick and
thin of life. Isn’t it amazing how we can openly and honestly share our hearts with strangers who are feeling our
same pain of child loss and instantly they become our friends?
Many years have gone by since the death of my sister and the death of my son. Most of my old friends are gone. I
now think of them as past acquaintances who simply didn’t “get it.” They didn’t understand the depth of pain
that is caused by child loss.
Today I’m an advocate for parents and families of child loss. I want us to speak openly and freely about our children. I don’t want us to feel alone in the “club” that we now belong to. I want us to be able to grieve in our own
way, in our own time, and know we’ll be given tons of support.
I want us to be friends! Love, Clara
by ~ Clara Hinton,
website founder and author of Silent Grief.

I wonder if people understand what it is to miss you
It isn't about accepting that you are gone
I am acutely aware that you are not here
It isn't about moving on
I move forward but you are no further from my mind
It isn't about forgetting you
You are still the first thing I think about in the
morning and the last thing at night
It is about learning to not reach for the phone
I miss sharing my joys and sorrows with you
It is about not feeling your loving arms hug me
I miss the intensity of your love
It is about no longer sitting and talking
I miss hearing about your hopes and dreams
It is about thinking about you every day
I miss you every day
by ~ Tanya Lord
Lifted from TCF NSW
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They say there is a reason,
They say that time will heal,
But neither time or reason,
Will change the way we feel,
For no one knows the heartache,
That lies beyond our smiles.
No one knows how many times
We have broken down and cried,
We want to tell you something,
So there won’t be any doubt,
You’re so wonderful to think of,
But so hard to be without.
We cannot bring the old days back,
When we were all together,
The family chain is broken now,
But the memories live forever.
by ~ Mum and Dad xoxoxo TCF JHB
In memory of GRAHAM McKeon
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“In some aspects losing a child is like a wall, but instead of getting over it, you must carry the
wall with you, wherever you go, for as long as you live. The wall is immovable.
You can’t go anywhere until you learn to move the wall.
You are just stuck in the same place, forever.
You can tug and tug all you want; there are days that the wall will not move.
And there are days that it moves ever so slightly.
Over time I have realized that in order to move forward, knowing that I must bring this wall
with me, that the best way to do so is to metaphorically flood the soil near the wall with water,
and have the wall float with me, instead of me having to carry it.
Every act of love and kindness turns to water. Water and love can penetrate and move anything.
It just takes time.
I need to turn my wall into a raft.”

by ~ John Passaro, Again
Lifted from TCF Mandurah

Finish every day and be done
with it.
You have done what you
could; some blunders and
some absurdities crept in; forget them as soon as you can.
Tomorrow is a new day; you
shall begin it serenely and
with too high a spirit to be encumbered by old
nonsense.

by ~ Ralph Waldo Emerson
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